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Build Your List The Easy Way... Grab 1000 To 3000 Subscribers Finally, Here Is A Quick And Easy Way

For You To Build Your Mailing List By Leaps And Bounds Without Spending Another Dime On Getting

Another Precious Subscriber... And The BEST Part Is That Any Smart Or Schmuck Can Do Just That! It

cannot get any quicker or easier... Rather than participating in other people's Give Away event in effort of

building your list, you can now host your very own Mini Give Away event. Whether you're going to do it for

the first time or not. Whether you're a somebody or nobody in Internet Marketing. Whether you own a

Bible on programming or know zilch about it. And for the first time ever, I will show you how you can start

your own Mini Give Away event, minus the stress and useless work load. In this manual, discover: How to

grab at least 1,000 subscribers into your mailing list without paying a cent for them in the space of 7 to 21

days! How to set up your very own Mini Give Away event under 24 hours - even if you have no

programming skills! The 5 ways of making money from running your Mini Give Away event - some of

these techniques which you probably do not know well of! How to write your promotion materials for your

own use and Joint Venture (JV) Partners' endorsements! How to convince your potential partners to team

up with you in your Mini Give Away venture! Whether you are a somebody or nobody, you still stand a

chance to recruit powerful potential partners using some my proven techniques and draft letters! The best

places to look for powerful JV Partners who are ready to accept your JV proposal. How to create your

simple one-web page Mini Give Away event. How to push your partners and promote the event in unison

willingly for you! Some awesome case studies and examples of real-life marketers who used this method

to build their list and how you can model after! And much, much more!
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